
The city of Craiova

◼ Craiova is located in 

the south-western part 

of Romania, crossed 

from  by the Jiu River. It 

is the residence of Dolj 

county  and has a 

population of about 

300.000 inhabitants. 

The city is located 225 

km from the capital of 

Bucharest.



◼ The relief includes a plain area – the Oltenian Plain and a hill side in
the north, being arranged as a large amphitheater with altitudes
increasing from 70-120 m.

◼ It has developed on the ruins of the Dacian-Roman fortress -
Pelendava (peled=wet), was indicated in AD 225 on a map of the
Roman Empire.

◼ The city goes through a flourishing period in the Middle Ages, so
abundant in ancient buildings - churches, museums, beautiful
households.

◼ From a climatic point of view, our city belongs to the temperate-
continental zone with slight Mediterranean influences. The average
annual temperature is between 10-11.5 ° C, average precipitation of
500-600 mm / year and hot winds from the southwest, such as
Austro or Ostro.

◼ These climates favor the development of a steppe and silvicultural
vegetation and on the north are oak forests.



Romanescu Parc is one of the most 

well-known parks, built in the 

twentieth century. On the 96 hectares 

there are wonderful buildings, trees,a 

lake, a small zoo, bridges.



The suspended bridge in  Romanescu park



Social, cultural and art institutions 

Casa Baniei - the oldest  building in the city



The Cathedral of Saint 

Demetrius was rebuilt in the 

late 19th-century, on the 

square of a church, built by 

Matei Basarab in the 

seventeenth century and 

destroyed by an 

earthquake.

The Madonna Cathedral was 

erected in the mid-20th 

century. It is the largest 

orthodox church in Craiova.



The Lyric Theater or 

Theodorini was built in the 

center of the city in the 

nineteenth century.

The Oltenia Philharmonic is 

a new building, renovated 

in 2008.



The Jean Mihail palace was a private 

residence, built in the early twentieth 

century. It is today The Art Museum, 

which impresses with Murano crystal 

chandeliers, mirrors of Venice, stairs of 

Carrara marble , walls covered with 

silk.



City Hall and English Park



The prefecture and the 

Mihai Viteazul square



The National Theater opened 

in 1973

The University was 

founded in 1947


